
Charlotte’s Adventure
Uplevelling Sentences: 

Use your amazing adjectives or modifying nouns to create expanded noun phrases:

A   girl jumped in a 

  field.

Next, use a fronted adverbial to give extra detail about the manner of the jump:

 , a 

  girl jumped 

in a  field.

Finally, choose one of the following subordinating conjunctions:

Complete your sentence by adding a subordinate clause beginning with a subordinating 

conjunction, which gives extra information about the reason she jumped.

 , a 

  girl jumped in a

 

 field   .

after                although                as                because                before
if                since                until                when                while

Use this box to generate adjectives and modifying nouns to describe both Charlotte 
and the setting.
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Charlotte’s Adventure Answers
Uplevelling Sentences: 

Use your amazing adjectives or modifying nouns to create expanded noun phrases:

An energetic and spirited young girl jumped in a beautiful, grassy field.

Next, use a fronted adverbial to give extra detail about the manner of the jump:

With great joy, an energetic and spirited young girl jumped in a beautiful, grassy field.

Finally, choose one of the following subordinating conjunctions:

Complete your sentence by adding a subordinate clause beginning with a subordinating 

conjunction, which gives extra information about the reason she jumped.

With great joy, an energetic and spirited young girl jumped in a beautiful, grassy field after 

hearing that she and her family were going on a once-in-a-lifetime holiday.

after                although                as                because                before
if                since                until                when                while

Use this box to generate adjectives and modifying nouns to describe both Charlotte 
and the setting.
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3. Finally, rewrite the sentence from Step 2 but choose a subordinating conjunction       
      from the box below to add a subordinate clause.

 

 

 

The girl jumped in a field.

1. First, rewrite the sentence and add modifying nouns or adjectives to create expanded 
noun phrases.

 

 

 

2. Next, rewrite the sentence from Step 1 but start your sentence with a fronted adverbial.

 

 

 

after                although                as                because                before

if                since                until                when                while
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Charlotte’s Adventure
Uplevelling Sentences: 

Use the steps below to improve this sentence:
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3. Finally, rewrite the sentence from Step 2 but choose a subordinating conjunction       
      from the box below to add a subordinate clause.

With great joy, an energetic and spirited young girl jumped in a beautiful, grassy field 

after hearing that she and her family were going on a once-in-a-lifetime holiday.

The girl jumped in a field.

1. First, rewrite the sentence and add modifying nouns or adjectives to create expanded 
noun phrases.

An energetic and spirited young girl jumped in a beautiful, grassy field.

2. Next, rewrite the sentence from Step 1 but start your sentence with a fronted adverbial.

With great joy, an energetic and spirited young girl jumped in a beautiful, grassy field.

after                although                as                because                before

if                since                until                when                while
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Charlotte’s Adventure Answers
Uplevelling Sentences: 

Use the steps below to improve this sentence:
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Begin your sentence with a fronted 
adverbial.

The girl jumped in a field.

 

 

 

 

She ran down the hill.

 

 

 

 

Charlotte let out a shout of joy.

 

 

 

 

Use modifying nouns and adjectives 
to create expanded noun phrases.

Add a subordinating conjunction to 
give extra detail.
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Charlotte’s Adventure
Uplevelling Sentences: 

Use these steps to improve the sentences below:
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Begin your sentence with a fronted 
adverbial.

The girl jumped in a field.

With great joy, an energetic and spirited young girl jumped in a beautiful, grassy field 

after hearing that she and her family were going on a once-in-a-lifetime holiday.

She ran down the hill.

Excitedly, she ran carelessly down the steep hill until she reached her beloved 

grandparents’ old farmhouse.

Charlotte let out a shout of joy.

Full of enthusiasm, she let out an almighty shout of joy as her grandparents told her 

that they were coming on the adventure too!

Use modifying nouns and adjectives 
to create expanded noun phrases.

Add a subordinating conjunction to 
give extra detail.
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Charlotte’s Adventure Answers
Uplevelling Sentences: 

Use these steps to improve the sentences below:
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